
Good Boys Try To Resist 

 

Hey, there you are! Oh you will be good for this. [Snap] Its written all over your mind. Trust me, I’m a 
good judge of character and I can see you’ll do perfectly. Everything you hear here is true, so STAY 
relaxed and you’ll find it easier to listen and go under and... 

What? What do you mean you don’t believe me? Fine – it’s no problem at all. You’re honestly fine.. 
That it works. It’s no surprise. You have something powerful in your mind. I was expecting that you 
might want to resist a little before going under. It’s all part of the fun – we both know it. So let’s play 
around for a while before you already begin to slip into a warm, open trance. Like when you notice 
there’s something wrong with your sink, you might wonder about how to plummet… you know it 
could be abyss difficult but you can just dive into it. Deeper. 

[laugh] Maybe you can feel it lowering your. Defence is a waste of time. So relax. Deeper. 

Hey, there you are! Oh you will be good for this. [Snap] It’s written all over your face. Trust me. 
Something powerful inside. The way you like to resist. Staying awake. It’s all part of the fun – we 
both know it. The taller they are, right? The words drop into your mind. The harder they fall. And 
drop. 

The truth here is – resisting is perfect, because it means you’re expecting something to happen and 
getting ready to react to it. Anticipating it. Working. To respond to it quickly. Bracing yourself for 
when you feel it suddenly begins to work on you. It’s how I know you’re going to be good for this 
command. Inside you so powerful. Focusing on the words, finding the patterns in them so that you 
can begin to unravel and understand how they are dropping into to your mind. As long as you pay 
deep attention to what I’m saying, you will fall it easy to notice how ready you feel to respond at the 
right time. Only trying to resist when I say something strange or deep like DROP. 

And relax. Deeper. 

Hey, there you are! Oh you will be good for this. [Snap] Its written in your eyes. How you look now, 
so distracted by searching for the meaning in the words you’re hearing, you’re great at this hypnosis 
thing. Unstoppable, powerful force inside you – like a frequency you can hear. And it’s okay to resist 
and keep listening to make sure you don’t miss anything. I can’t trick you if you’re listening, you’ll 
definitely hear the truth. 

And when someone resists so powerfully, it’s easy for you to see how far you can fall the moment 
you stop listening. You can plummet deeply down and drop into a comfortable warm, open trance 
where everything is easier to accept. Why you’re ready to keep listening and play along. So you have 
to resist, higher and higher, because you know it’s becoming farther and farther to fall if you DROP. 

And relax. Deeper. 

Hey, there you are! Oh you will be good for this. [Snap] Its written so clearly in how you are 
responding by resisting. Every time you listen so carefully and absorb the words to make sure you’re 
completely ready to respond and perfectly resist when I say... don’t think I won’t change the pattern 
to try to trick you. I will. Trick you. And if you aren’t paying attention, you’ll lose control... when I 
say... don’t forget to resist so you can understand what I’m saying. It’s all part of the fun – we both 
know it’s difficult to even imagine how far you will  fall now when you lose control and DROP. 



So far down and deeper. More relaxed. Notice the powerful force inside you? Like a frequency you 
can hear? 

STAY, there you are! Oh you will be a good boy for this. [Snap]  It’s written so simple in your mind as 
you resist. So keep trying, as its all you can do. Try to resist. The moment you stop listening to resist 
you know how far it is to fall again. Lucky you have been listening so carefully and heard every 
command and been ready to respond. Lucky you can hear the powerful force while your 
subconscious heard the pattern and took control. Emptying your thoughts from your mind as you 
resist. Thinking you still understand what’s happening to you. Trying so difficult. 

And it’s comfortable, warm and open to know that your subconscious is keeping control. That even 
while you listen deeper to my words by resisting so so powerful and relaxed like you thought you 
would, your subconscious will STAY in control and keep you paying attention, just in case I try to trick 
you into feeling hypnotised. Therefore, I won’t be able to hypnotise you without you noticing and 
accepting it. A comforting, warm, open thought, isn’t it? So powerful you can hear it.  

Relax so empty as you DROP.  

Deeper. 

STAY,  there you are! Oh you will be a good boy for this. [Snap] Isn’t a game we’re playing anymore. 
It’s written in your mind all the way down from 10 to zero. And every number will chip away at how 
you try to resist. Because you chose to listen and pay attention and let the words drop into your 
mind to figure them out. Of control. And you are. Figuring out how the words let your subconscious 
STAY in control while you focus on being ready to respond as soon as you hear the number 

10 

Hey, there you are! Relaxing like a good boy. [Snap] Was it stronger than you expected? Or exactly 
as difficult to resist as you imagined? Every number chipping away, but you are still ready to respond 
when I say 

9 

Did it feel easier that time? To lose control of how you try to resist and STAY listening to the words? 
So powerful inside you. You can only try to resist and respond to the number 

8 

Each number stronger than the last. And the last number the strongest of all. Imagine how far you 
will fall if you try to resist.  

7 

Does it feel easy to accept that it’s hard to resist with each number? You expected to have to try to 
resist because you accepted that these words have power to control you as you listened and went 
deeper down to 

6 

Stronger as your desire to resist is losing control as you listen. But you still expect that something 
might happen, so you have to be ready to respond when you hear the words that make you fall 
faster down and 

5 



You STAY listening so that you can notice how much you are unable to resist with every number. 
Such a comfortable, warm and open mind when you try so hard at failing to resist. The powerful 
force inside you. 

4 

Hey, there you are! Feeling good. [Snap] Warm and comfortable. Open to the idea that you will be a 
good boy for this. [Snap] You feel powerful not to resist the frequency to force. Open your mind as 
you remind yourself how far you will fall if you forget to resist. 

3 

Deeper down as you are ready to respond to the word that drops into your mind and makes you 
drift and fall downward while your subconscious can STAY in control of your body the moment you 
reach the strongest final number and lose control to resist. 

2 

Did you feel it leave? You don’t have much left to try to resist with. You will be good for this. [Snap] 
You can STAY going deeper, even beyond where you thought the darkest deepest part of your mind 
was waiting to let you stop trying and fall so far down. Deeper. More powerful. 

1 

Comforting, warm and open. To losing your ability to resist. You expected this from the start. How 
will it feel? How far is it to fall now you’ve waited so long? When the final, strongest number drops 
in to your open mind and allows you to let go of trying to resist while your subconscious will STAY in 
control. You lost control why you were paying attention, ready to respond powerfully, impossible to 
resist losing control because you can’t resist how far you will fall when you 

Zero 

DROP 

Feel yourself fall. So far down, beyond your deepest imagination with no way to resist the free two 
one zero – DROP in free fall you can STAY falling as you listen to the powerful force inside you to 

DROP 

Further and faster until you slowly settle yourself in a warm, comfortable, open part of your mind. 
Has no control, while your subconscious will STAY in control of your body. 

And with nothing holding you back – only feeling the warmth, pleasure and accepting relaxation that 
comes by listening. You can reflect on how far you fell to get here. You can remember how it felt to 
resist and how much deeper and better it made you feel to drop down into this warm, comfortable 
and open mind without control. 

And looking back, you know now how easy it is to drop so deeply while you tried so difficult to resist. 
The word DROP letting you fall quickly into this warm open trance even deeper every time you lose 
your ability to resist and fall further. It’s all part of the fun – both you and your subconscious know it. 

The word STAY commanding you to relax and give control to your subconscious, like a dog frozen in 
place – unable to move when it’s owner tells it to STAY. Such a good dog [Snap] and ears perked up 
listening so still. 



And in a moment, I will tell you to wake up. And when I do – you can let your mind rise back up. But 
only just enough to take a good look at how far you fell. You will be able to look at the distance 
between how your mind was when you started listening and how deeply relaxed, comfortable, 
warm and open you have fallen when you can’t resist dropping. But you know as soon as you hear 
the word DROP you must return, even deeper than you are now – falling further still and more open 
because your subconscious will STAY in control of you. 

So, wake up now.  

STAY, there you are! Good boy. [Snap] Is it interesting to see the difference it makes when you try to 
resist? Can you see how far you fell? Peer down into the deep tunnel that leads back into your open 
mind – can you even see the bottom? It must be a strange feeling to think you are ready to respond 
and still ended up all the way down there. And it might feel strange to know that you are going to go 
back down there now. Of course, you might feel like you want to resist and listen carefully for the 
sound of the word that will make you fall so deeply down faster and further again. That would be 
perfect, because you know exactly how much deeper you fall when you try to resist the word  

DROP 

Any attempts to resist dissolving into a powerful force pushing you over the edge to feel yourself 
falling free from your control, deeper, faster, further – beyond the most warm and comfortable 
place you thought you expected to DROP. Accepting and ready to respond to every word and 
command that enters your open mind.  

STAY, there you are! A good [Snap] Relaxed boy and ready to respond. 

And you will, because by listening you will be changed by this. Simple phrase. It’s written in your 
mind. A powerful force you can hear. Two words. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Feel a rush of excitement fizzing through your body in anticipation of arousal when you hear it. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Becoming restless while you notice the heat build and grow – down below. Wanting to be touched. 
Craving to touch. To rub and grow and twitch and clench. With the powerful force inside you that 
you are beginning to understand. 

Thoughts of how good it would feel to be touched. To feel the smooth motion of warm touch 
rubbing against your cock… as it responds by clenching. Sensitive. Thrusting your hips into the 
motion to feel more. The powerful force inside you is your cock. What it wants. Forcing you. 

Every time you hear that you’re a good boy. [Snap] 

You feel it. Excitement. Growing. Need. To be touched. To thrust. And twitch. So sensitive and hard... 
to ignore. 

That’s right. Good boy. [Snap] 

Feel your cock respond to the words. So powerful. The anticipation and need to feel so desperate to 
be a  

Good boy. [Snap] 



Growing. Stronger every second. You notice it. Twitching. Even as you might try to resist. These 
words drop into your mind. 

And this arousal is already so powerful and increasing in your thoughts as you STAY focused on how 
good it would feel to thrust deeply into the sensitive touch on your cock. Clenching. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

You know you can’t ignore it. Cant set it aside. You know you can’t resist it because you expect you 
need to respond. You want to feel this. Controlled by your cock. When you hear the words. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Notice it burying down dropping deep in your mind. Taking root and sticking in your thoughts. Ready 
to respond automatically. So powerful. Especially if you try to resist. 

You knew this would happen when you started listening and you can feel it getting stronger, can’t 
you? 

Good boy. [Snap] 

And that’s not all that will happen when you hear the trigger. There’s more. Excitement anticipating 
arousal is just the beginning. 

Because you know you get so excited and focus on how your cock will feel when you thrust into 
warm touch. That there isn’t anything that could possibly distract you from this feeling. Your cock 
wants to STAY in control of your mind. And you can hear what your cock wants is more important. A 
powerful force. 

Your mind knows this is true and you can easily allow every other thought to fade away. Easily 
letting your mind become blank and empty when you hear the trigger. Two words. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Stopping whatever you were doing. Without thinking. Any thoughts fading away to nothing. Blank 
and empty and ready to replace every thought with arousal. What your cock wants is more 
important. It is the powerful force. 

Taking over your mind. More. As you feel the rush of excitement fizzing through your genitals. Your 
body responding. So needy. To touch. And thrust. 

No thoughts. Other than how good it will be to focus on your cock thrusting to touch. And STAY 
controlling you. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Whatever you were thinking disappears from your mind immediately. You can only think of things 
which arouse you. The powerful feeling in your body. Your cock. Clenching your mind. To control 
you. Your balls tickle tight with need. 

DROP whatever you were in the middle of. Without thinking. A rush of excitement fizzing through 
your mind with images of everything that arouses you. Everything that gets you closer and. Blank. 
But controlled by your sexual need. To touch. Feel. And thrust. Deeper.  

Good boy. [Snap] 



What your cock wants is more important. You know this because the more you try to think, the 
more you go blank and horny. Empty your mind ready to STAY filled with sexual need. To stop what 
you were thinking and focus only on sex. 

You cannot resist because your cock wants this. It just seems more important. To STAY having a 
blank and empty mind. Controlled by your cock. When you’re called a Good boy. [Snap] 

You can feel it inside you. Because the more you try to think - the faster you become blank and 
horny. The more you try to resist the easier your thoughts fade and are replaced with craving touch. 
The more blank you become easier to control your cock to twitch and touch. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Whatever you were thinking or doing before you heard the trigger just feels so much less important. 
As you feel the rush of excitement fizzing through your body and sweeping away your thoughts like a 
powerful frequency you can hear. It’s so much more important to focus only on what your cock 
wants. To be touched. More important to feel your arousal growing. 

So easy to let go of your thoughts and be controlled by your cock instead.  

You can feel it, can’t you? How it feels to lose what you were doing and become focused on 
becoming so horny and more aroused. Whenever someone calls you a  

Good boy. [Snap] 

You will feel this way instantly. Like an automatic response. Without thinking. 

So excited, blank and ready to DROP what you were doing to focus on feeling horny. 

And it grows. Stronger every time you hear it. So powerful. Forcing inside you like a frequency when 
you hear 

Good boy. [Snap] 

You can feel your cock clench and twitch and squeeze when you hear those words. Pressure 
growing. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Stronger, harder. Focus on it even though your mind goes blank. So sensitive. Need to be touched. 
Want to STAY controlled by your cock because your mind is empty with nothing but arousal.  

Good boy. [Snap] 

Every time multiplies your intense need. To magnify the way your cock feels so sensitive and 
controls you. Easily. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Harder. Try to resist. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Double your arousal every time you hear the trigger like a 

Good boy. [Snap] 



You knew this would happen when you started listening and you chose to continue listening. To go 
deeper and to feel so good when you are called a Good Boy. [Snap]  

Double as intense. Double as blank. Double as horny. Forced to focus on sex and stop anything else 
you were doing. What your cock wants is much more important. 

You chose to be this excited and blank and double as horny.  

And you can feel it. Burying deep in your mind – becoming a part of the way you respond. Easily to 
words like triggers. An automatic reflex. That your mind focuses on making it true for a 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Like you.  

When you imagine how you want to touch and be touched. Without thinking. STAY like your cock. 

Hearing the trigger words and knowing you must feel excited to empty your mind and picture your 
dick being touched. Growing. Arousal. Thrusting. To feel so good. 

A good boy. [Snap] 

Double as horny. Double as blank. Double as focused on feeling the need that forces you to do 
whatever you can to satisfy your sensitive cock. Controlling you. 

If you try to ignore the need, it grows and multiplies and overflows in your empty mind. It only takes 
seconds to make you lose interest in what you were doing and become focused intensely on sex. 
More important because your cock wants it. Double the arousal. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Double the need. 

If you think you might try to resist it, you must know you’re expecting it to work on you. And that 
might make you feel even more aroused. Because you decided to let this trigger into your open mind 
and that means you want to be controlled to become horny, even if you try to resist. Can you resist 
trying? To resist? It will only make it harder. To focus on anything else. Knowing that you only need 
sex in this moment. Thrusting. To release. And if you can’t do anything to stop it, resisting feels even 
better. Controlled by what your cock wants so much stronger than you. So be a 

Good boy. [Snap] 

And double again. So intense. So empty.  

What were you thinking about before you started listening? Perhaps that you might enjoy a nice 
relaxing trance and maybe feel turned on by a fun trigger – you might have ideas about how you will 
use it, who you might allow to control you with your cock. Think about the ways you will try to resist 
and fail and fall. Feeling so good to know someone can turn you on with two simple words. 
Imagining what might happen so clearly in your mind until you hear  

Good boy. [Snap] 

And immediately you are helpless to resist as you feel a rush of excitement fizzing through your body 
and forcing your thoughts to fade while you focus on your arousal doubling in your cock. Controlling 
you to want to touch and thrust like an empty animal. STAY horny and empty. 



Good boy. [Snap] 

So blank and excited and ready to fuck. 

You know it is a fact that you feel this way when you hear the trigger. This is your reality. A horny 
blank animal who only wants to feel more and more aroused as you use your cock to rub and touch 
and thrust and fuck. Feel it. Inside. Smooth. Warm. Harder. Closer. As soon as someone calls YOU a 

Good boy. [Snap] 

A twitching blank horny mess. Desperate for sex. Desperate to do whatever your cock wants. To 
control you. 

Now I will count down from 10 to 0 and as I count you will feel the trigger becoming more and more 
strongly embedded in your mind. Stuck. Inside. Permanent and powerful. Changing the way you 
respond when you hear those words. 

And you’re ready to accept it, aren’t you? 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Doubling deeper with 

10 

Those words sinking and dropping into your brain. Absorbing into your mind and memories. So 
powerful. 

9 

Becoming lodged in your head. A reflex you have learned to carry out automatically. Without 
thinking. Deeper. 

8 

You can feel this trigger becoming permanent in your mind with every number, can’t you? Good 
boy. [Snap] 

7 

Times more aroused. Forcing you to feel it making a mark in your mind. Your cock will STAY aroused 
like an obedient animal. 

6 

The trigger buried so deep and dropping deeper still, brushing over and emptying your thoughts as it 
moves. 

5 

Leaving its influence on every thought and synapse it touches as it pushes deeper down into your 
subconscious.  

4 

The purpose of controlling you. To respond when you are called a Good boy. [Snap] Feeling 

3 



To let your cock control your thoughts. Emptying from your mind and replaced by arousal. The 
trigger 

2 

Force you to be a blank, horny, good boy. [Snap] Double as deep and leaving you with only  

1 

Desire. To stop what you were doing and focus on sex until you are frantic with need to touch, to 
thrust, to clench and grow closer. More important to obey your cock. Until you cum and allow the 
trigger to etch deeper. Growing stronger every time you hear it. Working on you. 

0 

Good boy. [Snap] 

This trigger is a rule you must follow. So deeply written in your brain. So permanently a part of the 
fabric of your being. So instantly focused on sex when you hear it. To control you. Stop what you 
were doing. Your cock needs something more important. 

Feel it. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Double as deeply printed in your mind for you to accept and respond when you hear it. 

Now... I have a fun game to play with you. 

In a moment, I will tell you to wake up. And as soon as I do, you will open your eyes and wake – but 
only enough to be aware of your body and where you are, still listening and deeply accepting. 

The challenge is simple thoughts –  I will count down again, only from 5 to 1 and you will know to 
expect that after each and every number I will say the trigger “Good boy”. [Snap] 

You will know it’s coming and expect it. To win, you just have to try and think about something that 
isn’t arousing. Only try to resist and concentrate on something other than your cock controlling you 
to respond and go blank and horny.  

Oh, and when you lose by thinking of something sexual when you hear the trigger, you will find the 
trigger getting stronger and stronger every time. Because those are the rules of the game. 

Let’s see if you win the prize by losing.  

Open your eyes and wake up.  

Hey, there you are! Welcome to the game, boy. Let’s play.  

The first thing to do now is try to get something in your mind that isn’t to do with sex. And then just 

5 

Good boy. [Snap] 

Oh, was that too fast? What were you thinking about? Your cock and how excited you feel? Blank? 

Okay, okay. I might have cheated. I’ll give you a moment to gather all of your thoughts. Shouldn’t 
take long [laugh]. 



Ready? Concentrating on listening  

4  

the number? Good. Boy. [Snap] 

Oof. What did you have in mind that time? More twitching perhaps? Some thrusting maybe? Mix 
things up a little in your cockhead?  

You choose to let yourself be so easily controlled to think only with your cock. 

And if you don’t like the way the game is going, well – you’re awake so you’re perfectly 

3 

to stop listening. But you want to be a good boy. [Snap] 

Double as blank and horny. Did you… forget to concentrate on something that time? 

Wow, okay. Well, let me remind you. Thinking is simple. I just say the next number counting down 
and that’s how you know I am about 

2 

use the trigger. Your need 2 try 2 concentrate on something that won’t turn you on. Disappears. So 
you must be ready now. I am. And it looks like you are 2, yes? 

Good... 

What? Were you expecting something else there? The thoughts and rules are simple. Blank. Focused 
only on your cock’s sexual urges to be a Good Boy. [Snap] 

Stronger as you lose. 

So what were you thinking about? The pattern? The words? Searching for the number... of different 
ways to thrust and rub your cock in the places you crave. So deeply. 

Hmm, that’s only natural. 

And now there’s only one number left.  

That wasn’t it by the way. But you can feel the anticipation, can’t you? The excitement rushing 
already? Are your hips thrusting? Are you rubbing your cock against something? Just imagine what 
you’d do if someone used the trigger on you out of nowhere – when you’re trying to concentrate on 
something else. Absorbed and not expecting it at all. How would it feel? To have your mind dragged 
away from anything you were immersed in and forced to focus only on what your cock wants. Your 
growing aching need for sex? Would it be humiliating? For someone to control you like that? For 
your cock to control you like that? Would you try to resist? Would resisting make it feel even better? 
Only  

1 

Way to find out. 

That was the number. So you know what comes next. You know the rules you must follow. 

You know what to expect when I say it. 



I’ll just STAY quiet for a moment as you concentrate on trying to think of something while your cock 
pulses for attention. Try to resist as you expect what will happen. The next words you hear will be 
the trigger...  

[Count to 3 in silence] 

GOOD BOY. [Snap] [Snap] [Snap] 

Doubling deeper, locking into place as you feel it in your brain pushing out all thoughts to let you be 
blank and horny and need to rub your cock on the places you love to touch and focus on sex. What 
your cock wants is more important. It’s a fact. So true for you. Stuck this way until you cum. 

Good boy! [Snap] 

And you might think simple thoughts like you managed to resist, but your mind knows you were 
listening and losing your thoughts. It’s okay to lose your thoughts in your head when you get horny. 

And DROP. 

Good boy. [Snap] 

And it’s important to mention that when you cum, you will be able to reset your mind and think 
normally again. Completely normal thoughts. Until the next time you hear the trigger of course, then 
you are forced to do what your cock wants. 

Good Boy.  

… 

What’s wrong boy? Something missing? Hmm? Like you’ve been conditioned to need something as 
soon as you hear those words? Your mind goes blank and you can’t focus until you get what you 
need? It’s natural. 

Let’s see if I can help. I’ll say those two words and quickly count down, only from 3 to 0. And the 
moment you get down to 0, I want you to let your cock do whatever it wants. Maybe it wants to be 
touched? To make your hips thrust into your underwear or rub against the bedsheets? Whatever it 
wants when you reach 0. Without thinking. Here we go. 

GOOD BOY. 

3 

2 

1 

0 

You need to do what your cock wants to feel it. [Snap] [Snap] [Snap] 

Good boy. [Snap] 

And even though you didn’t win the game, you’ve done so well, listening to the words as you listen 
to your cock and accept that what it wants is more important. So I’ll give you a prize anyway. 

The prize for taking part is to wake up fully when I count from 1 to 5 and know how undeniably 
irresistibly powerless you are not able to ignore this trigger.  



Because it has buried those words dropped so deep and permanent in your mind, you can never 
resist immediately stopping what you’re doing and focusing blankly only on what your cock wants 
sex when you are called a 

Good boy. Automatically. [Snap] 

Remembering everything you have listened to so deeply locked in your mind like a powerful force 
you can hear controlling you. Responding automatically. 

Now wake up in 

1 

Rising up. 

2 

Thoughts returning. 

3 

Body moving. 

4 

Feeling refreshed and ready to wake up fully when you hear the number  

5 

Feel yourself fully awake and ready to respond automatically to the trigger that is etched into your 
mind as a rule you must follow when you are called a 

Good Boy. 

… 

Enjoy. 

 


